3D or not 3D, that is the question.

Come study with me the 3D See Thru Drawing Techniques of Robert Fawcett the famous illustrator from 1905 to 1967.

This 3D drawing technique will provide you with an invaluable tool:
• Express concepts in sketches
• Understand how 3D objects relate in space
• Break down complex shapes into simple shapes
• In painting it will help you understand cast shadows, reflective light, soft focus and edges
• This 3D drawing technique will give you control over your subject matter

I learned the technique while taking "The Famous Artist School" correspondence course. This 3D technique provided a foundation for all my studies at The Art Center in California and enabled me to earn my Bachelor of Professional Arts (with honors).

The 3D drawing technique has served me well in my professional career in advertising and marketing, art direction, music packaging, product design and book/journal publishing and now as a fine art painter.

Drawing in 3D
Instructor Bill Barnes

Saturday March 24, 9:30am - 4:30pm
$40 - All supplies provided.

Learn a 3D method of drawing, Bill learned from illustrator Robert Fawcett, where you look at a drawing as if the object were made of glass. Bill will demonstrate this method.

Bill is currently featured in this month’s edition of Nashville Arts Magazine, March 2012. For additional information and to see other works of Bill Barnes, check out www.jwbarnes.com
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